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in the sun, and there was an immediate clatter of swords and
bucklers, while the followers on either side cried their master's
name; the one shouting, "Help! a Leslie! a Leslie 1" while the
others answered with shouts of "Seyton! Seyton!" with the ad-
ditional punning slogan, "Set onJ Set on! Bear the knaves to the
ground."'
1. 70. In mutual pilgrimage. In 1529, three years after the
battle of Melrose, the chiefs of the clans of Scott and Kerr, at the
King's special command, bound themselves over to keep the peace
in a solemn 'bond of alliance or feud-stanching.' This curious docu-
ment is printed in the Border Minstrelsy. The five subscribers on
each side, Walter Scott of Branxholm at the head of the one party,
and Walter Ker of Cessford of the other, sign 'for themselves, kin,
friends, men tenants, assisters, allies, adherents, and partakers/ each
'remitting and forgiving' to the other 'the rancour, hatred, and
malice of their hearts.' They agree to refer all outstanding disputes
between them to the judgment of six chosen arbiters. They promise
in future to be good friends, promising ' by the faith and truth of
their bodies' to support one another in all quarrels. And in testi-
mony of their mutual forgiveness, the chief of each party is to say
masses for those that fell on the other side in the field of Melrose,
at the four head pilgrimages of Scotland, namely, Scone, Dundee,
Paisley, and Melrose.
One of the articles of this indenture is that * Walter Scott of
Branxholm shall marry his son and heir upon one of the said Walter
Ker his sisters.' Of this historical son and heir the Lay naturally
says nothing, but Scott might fairly have mentioned the proposal to
stanch the feud by marriage as evidence of his substantial truth to
Border history.
1. 73. the rule of Carr. c The family of Ker, Kerr, or Carr*
[Scott selected the spelling Carr * not as the most correct but as the
most poetical reading'] ' was very powerful on the Border. Fynes
Morrison remarks, in his Travels, that their influence extended from
the village of Preston-Grange, in Lothian, to the limits of England.
Cessford Castle, the ancient baronial residence of the family, is situ-
ated near the village of Morebattle, within two or three miles of the
Cheviot Hills. It has been a place of great strength and conse-
quence, but is now ruinous. Tradition affirms that it was founded
by Halbert, or Habby Kerr, a gigantic warrior, concerning whom
many stories are current in Roxburghshire. The Duke of Roxburghe
represents Ker of Cessford. A distinct and powerful branch of the
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